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Abstract
This paper describes an effort to investigate the incrementally deepening development of an interlingua notation, validated by human
annotation of texts in English plus six languages. We begin with deep syntactic annotation, and in this paper present a series of annotation
manuals for six different languages at the deep-syntactic level of representation. Many syntactic differences between languages are
removed in the proposed syntactic annotation, making them useful resources for multilingual NLP project with semantic components.
1. Background: Goals of Annotation
The IAMTC project (Farwell et al., 2004) aims at deﬁning
a level of interlingual annotation (the information needed
to translate a text from one language to the next) based on
annotating parallel multilingual texts (i.e., multiple transla-
tions into English of source texts in six foreign languages).
As a ﬁrst step in the sequence of annotations, we annotate
texts forsyntax. This level ofannotationis called IL0. Sub-
sequently, we augment IL0 with semantic disambiguation
annotations,namelyconcepts froman ontologyand seman-
tic roles (IL1). This annotation does not change the struc-
ture of IL0. We then reconcile different IL1s from parallel
texts into the common interlingual representation (IL2). In
this paper, we discuss annotation standards for IL0 for Ara-
bic,English,French,Hindi,Japanese,Korean,andSpanish.
For details on the other levels of annotation, see (Farwell
et al., 2004).
Therehas beenmuchactivityin syntacticannotationofcor-
pora, starting with the Penn Treebank for English (Marcus
et al., 1993), and more recently, there has also been seman-
tic annotation on top of the Treebank, such as PropBank
(Kingsburyetal.,2002). However,ourprojectimposesspe-
ciﬁc requirements on syntactic annotation, which are not
faced by other annotation projects:
 Because our goal is in fact interlingual annotation and
syntax is just an intermediate representation, we are
only concerned with the syntactic predicate-argument
structure amongst the meaning-bearing words of a
sentence, but not with certain details of syntax, such
as function words.
 Because in IL2 we reconcile representations based on
theaugmentedsyntacticrepresentationsfromdifferent
languages (as well as paraphrases from the same lan-
guage), we want to choose representations that elim-
inate non-semantic syntactic differences as much as
possible (see the example in Section 3.).
The second requirement is similar to the goal of the Par-
Gram project (Butt et al., 2002); however, the ParGram
project is motivated by the theoretical assumption that
grammars of different languages are in fact similar (Uni-
versal Grammar), an issue we are agnostic on. Further-
more, ParGram is a grammar development project, while
our project is a text annotation project.
2. Our Syntactic Annotation
These two requirements led us to deﬁne IL0 as an un-
ordered deep syntactic dependencyrepresentation, inspired
by the Deep-Syntactic Structure of Meaning-Text Theory
(Mel’ˇ cuk, 1988) and the Analytical and Tectogrammatical
Representation of the Prague School (Sgall et al., 1986).
Only content words are represented. Function words (aux-
iliaries, determiners) are omitted and their meaning rep-
resented as features on the content nodes. Missing argu-
ments (such as embeddedsubjects in control constructions)
are added as lexically empty nodes with coindexation in-
formation, since some languages (or same-language para-
phrases) may represent these arguments with overt pro-
nouns. Nodes areannotatedwith the citationformof thein-
ﬂected word, its base part-of-speech (noun, verb, etc), and
several POS-speciﬁc morphological and morpho-syntacticfeatures (such as voice, aspect, number, gender, etc). Arcs
are annotated with the underlying syntactic relation, which
is either a type of argument (“0” for subject, “1” for di-
rect object, and so on), or simply “adjunct”. The argument
roles are normalized for regular syntactic transformations,
which include active/passive alternation, and, in English,
dativeshift. We donotnormalizealternationswhichalways
involve at least one PP such as load trucks with hay/load
hay into trucks. For such constructions, the IL1 annotation
expresses their similar meaning. Note that representations
very similar to our IL0 are sometimes called “semantic”,
but the relevant criteria for IL0 are in fact purely syntactic.
3. Cross-Linguistic Aspects
As a result of these decisions, many syntactic differences
between languages are removed, at the cost of giving some
languages a syntactic analysis which at ﬁrst sight may not
be the most obvious one. For example, we uniformly ana-
lyze predicative nouns, adjectives, and prepositions as the
syntactic head, and any copula as an auxiliary which is
omitted. Thus, Japanese (where adjectives are morpho-
logically like verbs in that they inﬂect for tense), Arabic
(where the copula is omitted for present tense) and English
(which always uses a copula in main clauses) all have the
the same syntactic analysis for such predicative construc-
tions, as shown in Figure 1. The adjective gets the fea-
ture Pred, which means it is being used predicatively, and
it then can also have verbal features, including tense. In
Figure 1 we show the past tense examples, and the present
tense examples simply have the feature present. The IL1
we derive (in all cases) is shown in Figure 2.
(1) a. al-muzlap
the-umbrella
;/kun
;/was
al-aHmaru
the-red
(Arabic)
the umbrella is/was red
b. kasa-wa
umbrellaTOP
akai/akakatta
redPRES /redPAST
(Japanese)
the umbrella is/was red
Similarly, other constructions such as control are treated
similarlyacrosslanguages. Someconstructionsdonotexist
in all languages. For example, Arabic does not have rais-
ing or exceptional case-marking (raising-to-object), while
not all languages have serial verb constructions (for exam-
ple, Hindi does while French does not). We will give more
complete details of differences in the ﬁnal version of the
paper, as we consider this an important contribution of our
work.
4. Practical Aspects
In our project, we constructed IL0 by hand-correcting the
output of a dependency parser or from scratch, depending
on the language. The IL0-annotated structures were subse-
quently augmented with IL1 by annotators; (Passonneau et
al, in preparation) reports on the inter-annotator agreement
of that effort and shows that IL0 indeed was a successful
starting point for IL1 annotation.
We will make the annotation manuals available to the com-
munity.
red [Adj,Pred,past]
SUBJ
umbrella [N,sing,def]
aHmaru [Adj,Pred,past]
SUBJ
muzlap [N,sing,def]
akai [Adj,Pred,past]
SUBJ
kasa [N,topic]
Figure 1: IL0 deep-syntactic representation for the um-
brella was red, al-muzlap kun al-aHmaru, and kasa-wa
akakatta
red>ruby [past]
PREDARG
umbrella<canopy[sing,def]
Figure 2: IL1 (semantically annotated) representation for
al-muzlap kun al-aHmaru, kasa-wa akakatta, and the um-
brella was red; umbrella<canopy and red>ruby are point-
ers to nodes in the ontology
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